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To be trusted voices of light and truth reaching hundreds of millions of 
people worldwide

#1 local broadcast media site (350 million PVs) 
in United States; classifieds that beat Craigslist 

Top 20 newspaper site Deseretnews.com + 
Deseret News national edition  

4 to 40 million unique visitors in 5 years 

Travel and tourism information and booking 
site  

110+ million Facebook followers (7.8 M India) 

Content, contributor platform, native ads, 
and digital transformation training services for 
450+ publishers worldwide

Core value > Improve lives
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Today’s digital business model still looks a 
lot like the legacy print business model…

50% Content 

50% Advertising
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…only smaller…

75% Content 

25% Advertising
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…and with mobile, smaller still

90% Content 

10% Advertising

…and less valuable 1/3 CPM rate
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Mobile: an order of magnitude problem

Desktop Display 
100 million page views 
4 ad units per page 
$5 CPM 
$20 x 100,000 
$2,000,000

Mobile Display 
100 million page views 
1 ad unit per page 
$2 CPM 
$2 x 100,000 
$200,000
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DDM total revenues: 
Display v. mobile-ready revenue

1. Revenue 30%+  
CAGR (2010-2014) 

2. Display revenue 
growing 

3. But mobile ready-
category much faster 

4. What percentage of 
your digital business 
is mobile-ready?
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DDM mobile ready revenue sources

Desktop display 

Mobile display

Video display

eCommerce
Deals, Coupons, Bookings,  
Premium Services, Consumer Paid

Native advertising
+social promotion

Events & experiences

Syndication & Licensing

90% 

AT RISK!
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Mobile ready examples
KSL Cars

Fees for dealer feeds 
+ refresh options

KSL Jobs
Price per job listing 
+featured listings

Native Advertising
Fees per article 

+social promotion 
+micro-site 
+retargeting
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Mobile ready examples
Native Advertising — national & global campaigns

fees per article +social promotion

18 M monthly uniques
110+ M social followers
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38 M page views



Native ad spending in the United States
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Source: BIA/Kelsey, July 2015
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Let’s invert our thinking
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Brands need 
new paths to 

people so that 
they can 

improve their 
businesses and 
the lives of the 
people they 
employ…

People need 
trusted, 

compelling 
content, products 
and services that 

improve their 
lives and those 

around them. And 
they need it on 

the move…

Media needs 
to connect 
people with 
real insight 

and solutions 
that improve 

their lives



branded content

sponsored content

sponsored post

paid post

partner content

promoted by

brand publisher brand partner

content marketing

native advertising

brought to you by
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UNDERSTAND 
WHAT IT IS
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UNDERSTAND 
WHAT IT IS
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UNDERSTAND 
WHAT IT IS
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AWESOME 
CONTENT
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VP of Content 
Products

VP of Advertising 
Products

GM’s 
Editorial Content

Content Manager

Content Strategist

BrandForge 
Creators

BrandForge 
Content Strategists

BrandForge 
Account Manager
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Account 
Executive

VP of Sales

President

BUILD A WINNING 
TEAM

Content 
Producers  

& Reporters



BUILD A WINNING 
TEAM
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BUILD A WINNING 
TEAM

Sales Creation Distribution

1

2

3

National 
sales team

National  
brand 

marketers

Local  
sales team



AWESOME 
CONTENT
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AWESOME 
CONTENT
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AWESOME 
CONTENT
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NOT Awesome



AWESOME 
CONTENT
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AWESOME 
CONTENT
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DDM branded content key performance 
indicators

Top performing content on site:                                           23% 
higher (pv’s) than editorial


Average time spent engaging with the content:                  2:11


Average social shares per article:                                        248


Display ad performance:                                                      3x 
better CTR than ROS ads


In-story text link performance:                                             10x 
better than editorial
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1. NOT DOING IT.


